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Abstract—This paper proposes an improved method for the
loss estimation of a Dual Active Bridge (DAB) using frequency
domain modelling. The method uses a detailed, frequency de-
pending transformer model to describe even highly utilized DABs.
The model is used to estimate the occurring losses of a DAB
as part of an modular Solid State Transformer (SST). The
influence of the SST’s phase power ripple is considered for the
loss estimation. The results of the frequency domain model and
the loss calculation are validated using measurement data of an
SST-cell prototype.

Index Terms—Solid-State Transformer, Analytical losses com-
putation, Cascaded H-Bridge, Dual Active Bridge (DAB)

I. INTRODUCTION

Solid State Transformers (SST) are widely reported in
the literature for various applications, for example as a
replacement for conventional Line Frequency Transformers
(LFT), smart-grids, renewable energy sources and data centers.
SST utilize one or more Medium Frequency Transformers
(MFT) interfaced by power electronic circuits and provide
galvanic isolation, while offering advantages such as reactive
power compensation, voltage regulation, harmonic filtering
and power flow control [1]. In this paper an SST for interfacing
a Direct Current (DC) microgrid with the Medium Voltage
Alternating Current (MVAC) grid is considered. The two-stage
topology shown in Fig. 1a was proposed in [2] and is based
on a three phase Cascaded H-Bridge (CHB) converter in star
connection. Each of the series connected CHB cells shown in
Fig. 1b consists of a full bridge on the AC side for AC-DC
conversion and a Dual Active Bridge (DAB) to provide the
galvanic isolation to the DC side.

This paper will focus on the topology-induced cell power
ripple and its impact on the power loss of the DAB. The
paper is structured as follows: Firstly the cell power ripple
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Fig. 1: Structure of the modular SST and cell topology

of the SST is explained. Subsequent, a methodology for the
calculation of the voltage and current waveforms of the DAB
is proposed. Afterwards, a loss estimation of the DAB for
constant power operation is presented. The proposed methods
are validated using measurement data of a scaled low voltage
SST-cell prototype. In the end, the impact of the cell power
ripple on the converter efficiency is analyzed.
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Fig. 2: Idealized AC-side voltages, currents and output power of the SST

II. SST CELL POWER RIPPLE

For a CHB connected to a 50 Hz grid, the output power of
each phase is fluctuating with 100 Hz. The power ripple can
be reduced injecting a zero voltage component vN0. However,
the remaining ripple has to be either buffered by the DC-link
capacitors, requiring bulky capacitors to keep the cell voltage
ripple in a acceptable region, or supplied by the DAB. In the
latter case, the DAB is operated with continuously changing
setpoints to maintain a constant output voltage of the DC-link
capacitors.

The analysis of the cell power ripple is simplified by
assuming the idealized sinusoidal current and voltage wave-
form of a three-phase, symmetric AC grid and an equal
distribution of the phase power among all cells within a phase.
A triangular zero voltage component vN0 with triple grid
frequency is used to increase the maximum output voltage
of the CHB [3]. Figure 2 shows the normalized and idealized
phase voltages v, grid currents i and phase power p of the
CHB for a single AC-grid period at rated output power with
cos(ϕc) = 0.9ind. In this case, the instantaneous power is
periodically changing with sections of negative power. If an
equal power distribution between all SST-cells within a phase
is assumend, the instantaneous power of a cell in phase U can
be described by

p(t) =
vUiU
m

=
v̂î

2m
[cos(ϕc)− cos(2ωgt+ ϕc)+

4 sin(ωgt+ ϕc)

π2
·
∞∑
n=1

cos((2n− 1)
(
ωgt+ π

2

)
)

(2n− 1)2

]
(1)

where v̂ and î are the amplitudes of the grid voltage and
current, ϕc is the phase displacement between the voltage
and the grid current current, ωg = 2πfg is the angular
grid frequency and m is the number of cells per phase. The
remaining phases V and W have an identical waveform, shifted
by 2π

3 and 4π
3 , respectively.

III. FREQUENCY DOMAIN MODELLING OF THE DUAL
ACTIVE BRIDGE

The DAB is a galvanic isolated, bidirectional DC-DC con-
verter. It consists of two full bridges, connected by a MFT.
The advantages of the DAB include high power density, good
component utilization and high efficiency due to soft switching
[4].

Usually, the DAB is modelled in the time domain. There,
the two full bridges can be replaced by ideal, rectangular
voltage sources. In many cases, the MFT is modelled only by
its stray inductance. While this model is sufficient to explain
the basic operation and derive simple modulation schemes, it
can become inaccurate for high-power or highly utilized DAB
converters, where winding resistances or a finite magnetizing
inductance can strongly influence the behavior. Therefore,
more complex MFT-models are employed, which include a
finite magnetizing inductance, employ a lossy transformer
model [5] or include intra- and inter-winding capacitances [6].

If the MFT is modelled only by its stray inductance, the
voltage and current waveforms of the DAB can be easily
calculated for simple modulations schemes such as Singe
Phase Shift (SPS) or Triangular Current Mode (TCM). In
these cases, the rectangular voltage waveforms will lead to
a piecewise linear current waveform. For lossy transformer
models, the current waveforms can be described by piece-
wise exponential functions. For even more complex models
including capacitances, the differential equations of the circuit
need to be solved, which makes the calculation even more
complicated. Time-domain modelling also leads to a complex
distinction of cases if sophisticated modulation schemes are
employed [7].

To overcome these drawbacks, Frequency Domain Mod-
elling (FDM) was proposed to allow for easy calculation of the
current and voltage waveforms of a DAB for arbitrary modula-
tion schemes, even if a detailed transformer model is used [8],
[9]. FDM was proposed for the three-phase DAB in [10]. It can
be used to calculate optimized modulations schemes, which
reduce the circulation current of the transformer [11], [12] or
extend the Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS)-region [9], [12]. In
[13], FDM was used to optimize the magnetizing inductance
to extend the ZVS-region.

In this paper, FDM is used to estimate the losses of the
DAB. The equivalent circuit of the DAB, which is considered
in this paper, is shown in Fig. 3. The two full bridges of the
DAB are modelled using ideal, rectangular voltage sources.
The transient behavior of the semiconductors, including the
switching losses and commutation process, is neglected for the
calculation of the waveforms. The coupling network between
the two full bridges is modelled as a lossy T-equivalent circuit,
which consists of the series resistances Rs1,ν , Rs2,ν , the series
inductances Ls1,ν , Ls2,ν in combination with parallel path
Rmag and Lmag. The frequency depending coupling network
includes properties of the MFT, the semiconductor devices,
the DC-link capacitances and the layout of the Printed Circuit
Board (PCB). It is assumed that the MFT is operated in the
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Fig. 3: Equivalent circuit model of the DAB in the frequency domain
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Fig. 4: Phase-Shift definitions of the DAB

linear region, where hysteresis and saturation can be neglected.
The parametrization of the model is presented in Section V.

The waveforms of the converter are described in the fre-
quency domain using Fourierseries, where a real, periodic
signal x(t) can be described using

x(t) =
√

2 ·
∞∑
m=0

Cν · ejνω (2)

where ω = 2πfsw is the fundamental angular frequency and
Cν are the complex Fourier coefficients. The full bridges
are replaced by rectangular voltage sources, whose complex
Fourier coefficients V 1,ν and V 2,ν are given by

V 1,ν =
2
√

2V1

νπ
sin

(
ν
π − δ1

2

)
, ν = 1, 3, 5, ...M

(3)

V 2,ν =
2
√

2V2

νπ
sin

(
ν
π − δ2

2

)
e−jνφ , ν = 1, 3, 5, ...M

(4)

where V1 and V1 are the DC-link voltages, φ, δ1, δ2 are
the phase shift angles and M is the ordinal of the highest
considered harmonic. The definitions of φ, δ1 and δ2 are shown
in Fig. 4. The phase shift φ, which describes a displacement of

the secondary side voltage waveform results in the modulation
e−jνφ in the fourier domain. δ1 and δ2 describe the phase
shift between the two half bridges of each side of the DAB,
resulting in time segments of zero voltage in v1 and v2

respectively, as shown in Fig. 4. In the fourier domain, this
leads to a reduction of the fourier coefficients amplitudes. To
obtain the currents of the DAB, the superposition principle is
employed. Therefore, the currents of both voltage sources can
be calculated independently. The Fourier spectra of the source
currents are described by

Iq1,ν =
2
√

2V1

νπ ·
(
Z1,ν + Z ′2,ν ||Zmag

) sin

(
ν
π − δ1

2

)
(5)

I ′q2,ν =
2
√

2V ′2
νπ ·

(
Z ′2,ν + Z1,ν ||Zmag

) sin

(
ν
π − δ2

2

)
e−jνφ

(6)

where the frequency dependend circuit impedances Z1,ν , Z2,ν

and Zmag are given by:

Z1,ν = Rs1,ν + jνωLs1,ν (7)

Z ′2,ν = R′s2,ν + jνωL′s2,ν (8)

Zmag,ν =
jνωRmagLmag

Rmag + jνωLmag
(9)

The superposition of the source currents leads to the occuring
transformer currents

I1,ν = Iq1,ν −
Zmag,ν

Z1,ν + Zmag,ν

I ′q2,ν (10)

I ′2,ν = I ′q2,ν −
Zmag,ν

Z ′2,ν + Zmag,ν

Iq1,ν (11)

If the voltage or current waveforms are required in the time
domain, the calculation is either possible using the Fourier
synthesis in (2) or using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-
algorithm, which enables a shorter computation time.

IV. DUAL ACTIVE BRIDGE LOSS ESTIMATION

The loss estimation of the DAB is done using the result-
ing waveforms of the FDM model. The estimation includes
conduction losses and switching losses of the MOSFETs as
well as copper losses and core loss of the transformer. The
model neglects losses of the DC-link capacitors and the power
consumption of the control and gate-drive circuits.

A. Conduction losses

The conduction and copper losses Pc,k are calculated in the
Fourier spectrum with

Pc,k =

M∑
ν=1

Rsk,νIk,νI
∗
k,ν (12)

where k = 1, 2 denotes the transformer side. the frequency
dependent resistance Rsk,ν enables the consideration of current
displacement effects due to skin and proximity effects inside
the transformer windings or in the PCB traces. The calculation



is performed for both transformer sides with Rs1,ν , Rs2,ν

and I1,ν , I2,ν , respectively. For a loss separation between
MOSFET and transformer conduction losses, (12) can be
calculated for each component independently.

B. Switching losses

The switching process of the MOSFET producess losses,
which can contribute a significant amount to the MOSFET’s
total losses, especially for high switching frequencies fsw.
The switching losses are depending on several parameters,
including the junction temperature Tj, parasitic elements of
the MOSFET and the peripheral circuit, the drain current iD
and the drain-source voltage vDS [14]. The switching losses
are reduced if soft switching is apparent. For the DAB, ZVS
and Zero Current Switching (ZCS) are possible soft switching
entities. ZCS occurs if the MOSFET is turned off with no cur-
rent flowing trough the semiconductor, therefore significantly
reducing the turn-off loss. For the DAB, ZCS occurs mainly
for modulations schemes similar to TCM, where one or more
switching events occur at zero current. ZVS takes place when
the freewheeling diode of the MOSFET is conducting prior
to the turn-on of the MOSFET. This significantly reduce the
turn-on losses, since the MOSFET is turned-on with only the
diode’s forward voltage being apparent. To achieve ZVS, the
output capacitance of the MOSFETs needs to be discharged by
the transformer current during the blocking time of the half
bridge, which represents a transfer of reactive energy from
the inductive elements in the transformer to the MOSFET’s
output capacitances. Several ZVS boundary conditions have
been discussed in the literature. A very simple approach is
based on the MOSFET’s current direction, which assumes
that a negative current leads to a ZVS turn-on [15]. More
sophiticated methods compare the energy of the inductor
with the required energy of the electrical field in the of the
MOSFETs output capacitance [16] or model the commutation
process in the time-domain [17]. However, due to the low
complexity, this paper will use the simple current direction
based approach.

For hard switching, the total switching loss of a single
MOSFET are calculated using

PM,sw = fsw · (Eon (vDS, iD, Tj) + Eoff (vDS, iD, Tj)) (13)

where Eon (vDS, iD, Tj) and Eoff (vDS, iD, Tj) are the turn-on
and turn-off energies, which are either given in the manufactur-
ers datasheet or can be obtained by performing double-pulse
measurements [20]. Since the switching losses is dependent
on the apparent current during the switching event, the time-
domain waveform needs to be calculated from the Fourier
domain. If the ZVS condition is satisfied, it is assumed that
the MOSFET’s turn-on is lossless (Eon = 0), therefore (13)
is simplified to

PM,switch = fsw · Eoff (vDS, iD, Tj) (14)

C. Core loss

The core losses of inductive components in power electronic
applications are often estimated using extended versions of

the Steinmetz equation, which was originally formulated to
calculate the per unit power loss for a sinusoidal excitation
using

pv = k · fα ·Bβ (15)

where k, α and β are the empirically derived, material depend
Steinmetz parameters [18]. The so-called Original Steinmetz
Equation (OSE) was improved in order to allow the loss
estimation for non-sinusoidal excitation using the Steinmetz
parameters. The resulting improved Generalized Steinmetz
Equation (iGSE) is formulated as

pc =
1

T

∫ T

0

k1

∣∣∣∣dBdt
∣∣∣∣a (∆B)

β−α
dt (16)

where B is the instantaneous core flux density, ∆B is the
peak-to-peak flux density [19]. k1 is calculated from

k1 =
k

(2π)
α−1 ∫ 2π

0
|cos θ|α |cos θ|β−α dθ

(17)

The total core loss can be calculated by multiplying the per
unit power loss with the total core volume Vcore:

PC = pcVcore (18)

For this paper, the excitation of the MFT is calculated as the
voltage across the magnetizing inductance Lmag, which can
be calculated in the Fourier domain from

V e,ν = V 1,ν − Z1,νI1,ν (19)

In order to use (16), the time-domain representation of the
excitation voltage ve(t) needs to be caluculated from the
Fourier coefficients V e,ν . From ve(t), the core’s flux density
B(t) is calculated using the relationship

ve(t) = NAcore
dB(t)

dt
(20)

where N is the number of turns of the primary side and Acore

is the core’s cross section.

D. Loss estimation for SST operation
When used as the DC-DC converter of an SST-cell, the

operation with fluctuating power influences the average losses
of the DAB. To consider this behavior, the losses of the
DAB are calculated independently for each operation point
during the AC grid period using (1). This calculation method
requires fsw � fg, so that the operation point of the DAB
are changing only slightly between two switching periods,
leading to a quasi-steady-state operation. In the following, this
operation mode is called Fluctuating Power (FP) mode, while
the operation with constant power is denoted Constant Power
(CP) mode.

V. MODEL PARAMETRIZATION

The frequency domain model and the loss estimation of the
DAB are validated using a scaled prototype of an SST-cell,
which is shown in Fig. 5. To obtain a sufficient accuracy for
the loss estimation, the parameters of the relevant components
need to be characterized in detail. For the DAB, the semi-
conductor devices and the transformer properties are the most
relevant characteristics.



Fig. 5: Low voltage SST-cell prototype

TABLE I: Hardware Setup Parameter

Parameter Primary Side Secondary Side

Semiconductor IPP026N10NF2S G3R160MT12D
VDS,max 100 V 1200 V

ID,nom 184 A 19 A

RDS,on(25 °C) 2.3 mΩ 160 mΩ

A. Semiconductor characterization

The MOSFETs on resistance RDS,on as well as the switch-
ing energies Eon and Eoff are important parameters for the
loss calculation. Two different MOSFETs are used due to the
different voltage levels on the primary and secondary side of
the DAB. On the AC side of the SST cell, the silicon MOSFET
IPP026N10NF2S is used. On the DC side, the silicon carbide
MOSFET G3R160MT12D ist used. The relevant datasheet val-
ues of the MOSFETs are shown in Table I. The datasheet of the
G3R160MT12 MOSFET supplies detailed information on the
switching energy under different working conditions. These
data are not available for the IPP026N10NF2S MOSFET.
Therefore, the switching energy is measured using a double-
pulse test bench [20]. From these measurements, the switching
energy for the turn-on event and the turn-off event can be
calculated. The measurements are carried out for different
drain-source voltages VDS and different junction temperatures
Tj. The results of the double-pulse tests are shown in Fig. 6
and Fig. 7, respectively. As expected, both turn-on energy Eon

and turn-off energy Eoff are increasing with rising current ID,
voltage VDS and temperature Tj.

B. MFT characterization

For the MFT, a frequency dependend model improves the
calculation of the steady-state waveforms and enables the
correct consideration of current displacement due to skin
and proximity effect. The transformer has a winding ratio of
n = 14.11. The equivalent circuit parameters of the MFT
are estimated using a Keysight E4990A Impedance Analyzer.
The magnetizing inductance Lmag = 1.67 mH is constant in
the relevant frequency region. The parallel core loss resistance
Rmag has a much higher impedance and is neglected for the
calculation of the waveform. The series resistances Rs1 and
Rs2 show a significant frequency dependency, for the series
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Fig. 6: Turn-off losses of the primary side MOSFETs
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inductances Ls1 and Ls2 a small frequency dependency is
apparent. The estimation result is shown in Fig. 8.

For the calculation of the core losses, the transformer’s core
parameters are relevant. A PM 74/59 core, made of N87 ferrite
with N = 63.5 turns is used. The core’s cross section Acore

and the core volume Vcore are obtained from the datasheet
[21], while the Steinmetz parameters for N87 ferrite are given
in [22].

VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The model validation is split in three parts. First, the results
of the frequency domain model are validated with measured
steady-state waveforms. Subsequently, the loss estimation in
CP-mode is validated with efficiency measurements. Even-
tually, the loss estimation for FP-mode is validated. The
measurements are carried out at V1 = 53 V, V2 = 750 V and
fsw = 62.5 kHz. SPS is used as the modulation scheme of the
DAB.

A. FDM validation

Figure 9 shows the current waveforms of the inductor
currents i1 and i2. The calculated waveform FDM1 using the
proposed transformer model from Fig. 3 with the parameters
from Section V matches the measurement result with adequate
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accuracy. For a comparison, the calculation is also performed
using a simple transformer model, only considering a series in-
ductance. The resulting waveform using the simple transformer
model (FDM2) differs significantly from the measurement
data, indicating that the magnetizing inductance and the copper
losses have a relevant impact on the resulting waveforms.

B. Loss estimation for CP-operation

To calculate the power losses Pd of the DAB for different
operating conditions, the input Pin and output power Pout of
the DAB are measured using a power analyzer. The losses are
then calculated using

Pd = Pin − Pout (21)

The drawback of this measurement method is the required ac-
curacy, which needs to be sufficiently high with respect to the
power difference. The maximum measurement uncertainty is
estimated using the datasheet parameters of the power analyzer
[23] and the current transducers [24], assuming uncorrelated
uncertainties. The resulting uncertainty is ±4.9 W for the
entire measurement range of ±3000 W. The measurements
were carried out at 25 °C.
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the calculated and measured losses of the scaled
prototype
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The measured power dissipation Pd is shown in Fig. 10,
together with the measurement uncertainty and the result
of the loss estimation. For negative power transfer, the loss
calculation corresponds with the measurement results within
the measurement uncertainty. For higher negative power, the
calculation underestimates the losses. For positive power trans-
fer, the calculation overestimates the power dissipation of the
DAB. This deviation could be caused by parameter inaccuracy,
e.g. overestimated switching losses. The inaccuracy of the
model is also visible in the efficiency curve of the DAB in
Fig. 11. The efficiency curve shows that the considered DAB
reaches the peak efficiencies of η = 97.9 % at 1200 W for
positive power transfer and η = 97.6 % at −1200 W for
negative power transfer.

Fig. 12 shows the calculated losses of the SST-cell proto-
type, divided into the different loss mechanisms. For opera-
tion points with low power transfer, the dissipated power is
dominated by the transformer’s core losses and the semicon-
ductor switching losses. With increasing power transfer, the
percentage of the remaining loss components increases. For
high power transfer, the transformer’s copper losses become
the dominating component of the losses. When comparing
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positive and negative power transfer it is observed that the
conduction losses of the semiconductors and the transformer
are symmetric. In contrast, the switching losses show an asym-
metrical behavior, which can be explained by the switching
sequence of the semiconductors. For positive power transfer,
the primary side switches prior to the secondary side. Due
to influence of the magnetizing inductance, the primary side
has a higher instantaneous current during the switching event,
leading to higher switching losses. For negative power, this
holds vice-versa.

C. Loss estimation for FP-operation

As described in Section II, the DAB of the SST-cell operates
with fluctuating power in order to reduce the necessary DC-
link capacitor size. This operation mode has an impact on the
dissipated power. Fig. 13 shows measurements of the operation
with fluctuating power for different phase displacement angles
cos(ϕc). All three operation points describe the behavior of a
single SST-cell in a converter with m = 6 cells per phase
and the total power S = −25 kVA. The measurements are
carried out using a single SST-cell, which is supplied by
two bidirectional power supplies. Due to the limited dynamic
behavior of the power supplies, the measurement is carried
out at a reduced grid frequency fg = 5 Hz. Fig. 14 shows the
measured and calculated power dissipation for the described
FP-operation. The calculation was done using the load profile
from (1). The load profile was divided into 16 µs-segments,
which corresponds to the switching cycle of the DAB with
fsw = 62.5 kHz. For these segments, the occuring power
dissipation was calculated. For the continous blue line, the
calculation was performed using the FDM-model. For the
dashed green line, the power dissipation was calculated by
interpolation of the measurement results for the CP-operation
shown in Fig. 9. For both cases, the mean power dissipation
Pd was obtained by averaging the calculation results for the
segments. It is observed that the loss estimation based on
the CP-measurement results matches the measurement results
closely, while the loss calculation based on the FDM-model
shows an offset of 3 W. This inaccuracy corresponds to the
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Fig. 13: Measurement of the power ripple of the DAB for FP-operation at
S = −25 kVA
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deviation of the FDM-model for the CP-operation shown in
Fig. 9.

Fig. 15 depicts the expected loss increase of the FP op-
eration in comparison to CP operation. The loss calculation
is based on the CP measurement data. It is observed that
the FP operation results in increased losses for the shown
operation range. The loss increase results mainly from two
factors. On the one hand, since the operation point is perma-
nently changing, the DAB is not operating with its maximum
efficiency. On the other hand, the DAB also has to transfer the
reactive power that is provided to the AC grid, which results
in increased losses for decreasing cos(ϕc). The influence of
both factors would be reduced, if the DC-link capacitors were
able to buffer the occuring power ripple. The increased losses
from FP operation should be considered for the design of the
power electronics and the cooling system.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a frequency domain based approach
to calculate the voltage and current waveforms of a DAB.
The calculated waveforms are used to estimate the converter
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Fig. 15: Increased losses of the FP operation compared to CP operation

losses of the DAB, considering losses of the semiconductors
and the transformer. The losses are estimated for constant
power operation and fluctuating power operation. FP operation
occurs, if the DAB is used as part of a CHB-based SST. It is
shown that the FP operation can increase the losses of the DAB
significantly. The measurement results validate the model in
general, although small deviations between the model and the
measurement are observed.

The model can be used in the detailed design process of
an SST-cell. It is also possible to use the model in an offline-
optimization in order to improve the efficiency of the SST.
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